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Abstract

We will treat a task of statistical detection using discrete alpha-
bet in this paper. It is well known that the likelihood ratio detec-
tor is the optimal one, provided that “measurements” taken on
the detected object are mutually independent and that we know
the feature distributions of target and background objects pre-
cisely. The detector presented here is optimal using only the
independence assumption. Instead of requiring the knowledge
of the underlying distributions it relies on the training data it-
self. Further, we introduce the averaging technique which aims
to lower the effects of statistical dependence. This averaged de-
tector outperformed similarly averaged likelihood ratio detector
by 7% relative in the task of speaker detection.

1. Introduction
The detection task using the discrete alphabet has to do the fol-
lowing job: We have some objects divided into two classes —
target class and background class. The objects exhibit some be-
havior which can be measured and represented as a symbol of
some suitable finite alphabet. Depending on circumstances we
can have more measurements belonging to a single object. We
will treat them as if they were statistically mutually independent
(although it is rarely the case in the real life). For instance, think
of the objects as of speakers, of the result of the measurement as
of the phone the speaker pronounces during a given 1/100 sec-
ond and of “more measurements” as of the collection of single
measurements gathered thru the conversation (they will be de-
pendent, so in fact it is not very good example). Now, we would
like to have an algorithm which will decide, according to the
collection of measurements, which class the object belongs to
(outputting 1 for target class and 0 for background class). Pro-
vided we precisely knew the distribution of measurements for
both classes and prior probability of the object being a target it
can be proved that the algorithm which minimizes the probabil-
ity of classification error is the likelihood ratio detector.

To be more formal, let us have the finite alphabet
{0, 1, . . . , F} and a collection of measurements (X1, . . . , XL).
Since we assume them to be independent it will be more practi-
cal to work with a histogram ~x (treating it as F +1-dimensional
vector) defined as:

xk = #{(Xl, l) | Xl = k, 1 ≤ l ≤ L}, 0 ≤ k ≤ F (1)
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Note that L(~x) :=
∑F

0 xk = L. Let T = (T0, . . . , TF )
be the probability distribution of measurements for targets and
B = (B0, . . . , BF ) the same for backgrounds. Let α be the
prior probability that the observed object is from target class
and ~x be the histogram of measurements (X1, . . . , XL) on the
observed object. Then the likelihood ratio detector is given by

c((x0, . . . , xF ), α, T, B) := 1 ⇐⇒

Pr (X1, . . . , XL|T )

Pr (X1, . . . , XL|B)
=

F∏

k=0

Tk
xk

Bk
xk

≥
(1 − α)

α
(2)

and it minimizes the probability of classification error.

2. The new optimal detector
The main drawback of the preceding detector (apart from the
independence assumption) is the requirement of the precise
knowledge of the distributions. Although they can be estimated
from the training data, the performance tends to be poor if we
have a few of them.

The detector described in this section will treat this prob-
lem. Instead of being a function of the input utterance and the
respective distributions c(x, α, T, B) it will be a function of the
input utterance and the training data. Formally, it will be a (de-
terministic) function c(~x, α,~t,~b), where ~t and ~b is the training
data for target and background respectively.

Let us characterize the optimality in this case. We will as-
sume that both the target and the background have some under-
lying distributions T and B which are unknown to us. The only
thing we actually know are the training data ~t and ~b. Since we
assume the independence, we can consider ~t to be a histogram
of a random draw from T . Similarly we consider ~b to be a his-
togram of a random draw from B.

2.1 Observation For the fixed L(~t), the probability of ~t to
be drawn from T is1

Pr ( ~t drawn from T | L(~t) = Lt ) =
[

Lt

t0, . . . , tF

]

·

F∏

k=0

T
tk

k (3)

where we put 00 := 1 for sake of brevity.

The optimality criterion will be based on minimizing the
probability of detection error. But we have to be more care-
ful here since for a fixed T and B the optimal detector is the
one using the likelihood ratio. Thus the new detector would

1the symbol
[a1,...,an

b1,...,bm

]

is defined as a1!···an!
b1!···bm!

; note that
(n

k

)

=
[ n
k,n−k

]

for n ≥ k ≥ 0; n,k natural numbers
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be suboptimal were we using literally the same criterion. The
key point is that since we don’t know the true distributions, we
will optimize for the average performance. To be more specific
let’s imagine how the detector’s performance could be tested.
There could be the examiner who would simulate the real use
of the detector by giving it randomly selected training and test-
ing data and by counting the detector’s errors thus estimating
its probability of the detection error. To formalize this, we will
introduce the examining procedure, which lends itself for deriv-
ing the probability of error analytically, what will enable us to
design the detector such that this probability of error would be
minimized.
Examining Procedure: There is a prior probability α known
both to the examiner and to the detector. In the first step, the
examiner randomly chooses the distributions T and B. Since
we want the detector to be completely data-driven we assume
that the examiner chooses the distribution uniformly (from the
set of all distributions over the given finite alphabet). This could
be generalized later by allowing some distributions to be more
probable than others thus incorporating some prior knowledge
(such as the Zipf’s law) into the detector. But let’s keep things
simple now. In the second step the examiner randomly draws
training streams from T and B. We will write their histograms
as ~t and ~b. Then, with probability α he draws testing data with
the histogram ~x form T , otherwise (with probability 1 − α)
from B. The probability of error for the fixed α can be written
as follows:

Pr (error) =
∑

~x,~t,~b

Pr (error on ~x,~t,~b ) (4)

where we will minimize

Pr (error on ~x,~t,~b ) = c(~x, α,~t,~b ) · (1 − α) · (5)

·Pr (~x and~b drawn from B, ~t from T ; T , B unknown)

+
(
1 − c(~x, α,~t,~b )

)
· α ·

·Pr (~b drawn from B, ~x and ~t from T ; T , B unknown)

for every single (~x,~t,~b ) separately2. Essentially this number
is the probability that the examiner came up with some data
(~x,~t,~b ) and the detector claimed ~x to be from the different class
than the examiner obtained it from (which is what we call a
classification error). Since for a fixed (~x,~t,~b ) we have

Pr (~x and~b drawn from B, ~t drawn from T ; T , B unknown) =

=
∑

Lx,Lt,Lb

Pr (~x and~b drawn from B, ~t drawn from T ; (6)

;T , B unknown and L(~x) = Lx, L(~t ) = Lt, L(~b ) = Lb
︸ ︷︷ ︸

•

)

=
∑

Lx,Lt,Lb

Pr (~x,~b from B, ~t from T ; T , B unknown|•) · Pr (•)

we can write

Pr (error on ~x,~t,~b ) =
∑

Lx,Lt,Lb

Pe(~x,~t,~b ) · Pr (•) (7)

2first, this will bring us to the minimum of the original formula since
it is a sum of numbers and we are minimizing each of them separately;
second, we can do it, since for each term we have unique (~x,~t,~b ) “iden-
tifying” it, and c(·) depends right on this identification — so we can al-
ways choose c to be 0 or 1 to minimize the term independently of other
terms since they have different “identification”

where

Pe(~x,~t,~b ) = c(~x, α,~t,~b ) · (1 − α) · F (~x,~t,~b ) (8)

+
(
1 − c(~x, α,~t,~b )

)
· α · M(~x,~t,~b )

where

F (~x,~t,~b) = Pr (~x,~b from B, ~t from T ; T ,B unknown|•) (9)

M(~x,~t,~b) = Pr (~b from B, ~x,~t from T ; T ,B unknown|•)

The term Pr (•) is unknown and depending solely on the exam-
iner’s will. From the point of view of the detector its distribu-
tion is fixed, so we can get to the minimum by minimizing Pe(·)

only. We can leave the constant term αM(~x,~t,~b ) out, since the
minimum does not depend on it, and obtain

P ′

e(~x,~t,~b ) := (10)

c(~x, α,~t,~b )
(

(1 − α)F (~x,~t,~b ) − αM(~x,~t,~b )
)

The right parenthesis takes positive and negative values, while
the detector’s output is either 0 or 1. Therefore, to make the
formula minimal it suffices to “use” all the negative parenthesis
and zero-out the positive ones. This can be done since each
parenthesis is determined by detector’s argument. The optimal
detector is given by the following formula:

c(~x, α,~t,~b ) := 1 ⇐⇒
M(~x,~t,~b )

F (~x,~t,~b )
≥

1 − α

α
(11)

In the rest of this section we will be computing probabilities
M(·) and F (·) to obtain the final formula for the detector. Note
that

F (~x,~t,~b ) := Pr (~t drawn from T , T unknown | (12)

L(~t ) = Lt) · Pr (~x and~b from B, B unknown |

L(~x) = Lx, L(~b ) = Lb)

because of independence.

2.2 Definition The set SplxF = {(T1, . . . , TF ) | 0 < Tk <

1,
F∑

1

Tk < 1} will be called the simplex.

The simplex is a set of all possible distributions (D0, . . . , DF )

on F +1 features, provided we define D0 = 1−
∑F

k=1 Dk and
take (D1, . . . , DF ) ∈ SplxF . Therefore the probability

Pr (~t drawn from T , T unknown |L(~t ) = Lt) (13)

can be expressed as
∫

T∈SplxF

Pr (~t drawn from T | L(~t ) = Lt)ρ(T )dT (14)

where ρ(T ) is probability density function of the distribution
T . As we already noted we define ρ(T ) to be a constant CF .
Using observation 2.1 we get

∫

T∈SplxF

Pr (~t drawn from T | L(~t ) = Lt) · CF · dT = (15)

CF ·

∫

(T1,...,TF )∈SplxF

T0=1−
∑

F

1
Tk

[

L(~t )

t0, . . . , tF

]

·
F∏

k=0

T
tk

k d(T1, . . . , TF )

= CF ·

[

L(~t )

t0, . . . , tF

]

I(t0, . . . , tF )



where

I(t0, . . . , tF ) :=

∫

(T1,...,TF )∈SplxF

T0=1−
∑

F

1
Tk

F∏

k=0

T tk

k d(T1, . . . , TF ) (16)

Similarly we get:

Pr (~x and~b from B, B unknown |L(~x) = Lx, L(~b ) = Lb) =

CF ·

∫

(B1,...,BF )∈SplxF

B0=1−
∑

F

1
Bk

[

L(~b )

b0, . . . , bF

][

L(~x )

x0, . . . , xF

]
F∏

k=0

Bxk+bk

k

·d(B1, . . . , BF ) (17)

because of independence of drawing ~x and~b from B. This leads
to

CF

[

L(~b )

b0, . . . , bF

][

L(~x )

x0, . . . , xF

]

I(x0 + b0, . . . , xF + bF ) (18)

So it turns out that all we have to do is to compute the integral
I(·).

2.3 Lemma
∫

(T1,...,TF )∈SplxF

T0=1−
∑

F

1
Tk

F∏

k=0

T
tk

k d(T1, . . . , TF ) =

[

t0, . . . , tF

L(~t ) + F

]

(19)

Proof Using a suitable change of variables we can transform
this integral to a product of integrals of the same kind with F =
1 which is essentially the definition for Euler’s beta function.
See [2] for details. Q.E.D.

Now, substituting

Pr (~t drawn from T , T unknown |L(~t ) = Lt) = (20)

CF ·

[

L(~t )

t0, . . . , tF

]

·

[

t0, . . . , tF

L(~t ) + F

]

= CF

[

L(~t )

L(~t ) + F

]

Pr (~x and~b from B, B unknown|L(~x) = Lx, L(~b ) = Lb) =

CF

[

L(~b )

b0, . . . , bF

][

L(~x )

x0, . . . , xF

][

x0 + b0, . . . , xF + bF

L(~x) + L(~b) + F

]

=

CF

[

L(~b ), L(~x ), x0 + b0, . . . , xF + bF

L(~x) + L(~b) + F, x0, . . . , xF , b0, . . . , bF

]

into the definition of F (~x,~t,~b ) we end up with

F (~x,~t,~b ) = CF
2 ·

[

L(~t )

L(~t ) + F

]

· (21)

·

[

L(~b ), L(~x ), x0 + b0, . . . , xF + bF

L(~x) + L(~b) + F, x0, . . . , xF , b0, . . . , bF

]

Similarly we could derive that

M(~x,~t,~b ) = CF
2 ·

[

L(~b )

L(~b ) + F

]

· (22)

·

[

L(~t ), L(~x ), x0 + t0, . . . , xF + tF

L(~x) + L(~t) + F, x0, . . . , xF , t0, . . . , tF

]

Hence

Score(~x,~t,~b ) :=
M(~x,~t,~b )

F (~x,~t,~b )
= (23)

=

[

x0 + t0, . . . , xF + tF

t0, . . . , tF

]

[

x0 + b0, . . . , xF + bF

b0, . . . , bF

] ·

[

L(~t ) + F

L(~x ) + L(~t ) + F

]

[

L(~b ) + F

L(~x ) + L(~b ) + F

]

The final formula defining the detector is then

c(~x, α,~t,~b ) := 1 ⇐⇒ Score(~x,~t,~b
)
≥

1 − α

α
(24)

and it is optimal in the above sense.

3. Asymptotic behavior

3.1 Theorem The more training data do we have, the more
the new detector approximates the old one, provided that T and
B distributions have non-zero probabilities for all features. For-
mally, for a fixed ~x and α:

∀ε > 0 lim
(L(~t ),L(~b ))→(∞,∞)

(25)

Pr

(∣∣
∣
∣
∣
log
(
Score(~x,~t,~b )

)
−

F∑

k=0

xk · log

(
Tk

Bk

)∣∣
∣
∣
∣
< ε

)

= 1

where ~t is drawn form T , ~b is drawn from B and Bk · Tk > 0
for all k. The term with the sum sign is the log version of the
likelihood ratio detector.

Proof See [2]. Q.E.D.

3.2 Corollary The probability of error of the new detector
converges to the probability of error of the old one as we have
more training data (assuming Tk ·Bk > 0 for each k). Formally,
for a fixed ~x, T , B and α:

lim
N→∞

Pr (new detector makes an error on (~x, α,~t,~b), (26)

~t from T ,~b form B, L(~b) > N and L(~t) > N ) =

Pr (old detector makes an error on (~x, α, T, B))

Proof See [2]. Q.E.D.

4. Practical tests
We tested this detector on the problem of speaker detection. We
conducted the experiments on Switchboard-1 corpus according
to the NIST Extended Data paradigm. In this paradigm there
are 5 training conditions consisting of 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 conver-
sation sides, where a side is nominally 2.5 minutes in duration.
Testing is done on entire conversation side. The evaluation con-
sists of a 6-split jack-knife over the entire corpus. Two back-
ground models were used for testing. One model was trained
using data from splits 1-3 and applied when testing on splits
4-6, the other was trained on splits 4-6 and used on splits 1-3.
We used the open-loop phone recognizer Lincoln PPRLM-LID
which provided us with the English phone stream representa-
tion of the given utterance. We further removed silences de-
tected by Lincoln-Lab speech activity detector before using this



stream. Thus a single measurement from the detector’s point of
view was one of 47 possible phones appearing in a given 1/100
second frame, while the collection of measurements was a his-
togram of single measurements taken over all non-silence and
non-noise frames of the utterance.

We first determined the Equal Error Rates of the original
likelihood ratio detector as our baseline:

Table 1: EERs of the original (likelihood ratio) detector
1 2 4 8 16

15.17% 12.22% 9.99% 9.14% 9.22%

Each column represents given training condition as denoted in
its heading by a number of training conversations. It can be seen
that the performance degrades as we have less training data.

Then we ran the new detector on the same data. In the im-
plementation we actually computed log-score by summing the
log-factorials up to number 1000. For higher numbers the Stir-
ling approximation was used. The results were surprising, un-
fortunately:

Table 2: EERs of the new detector
1 2 4 8 16

27.49% 20.12% 14.46% 11.17% 10.10%

Nearly two times as worse at the 1 conversation training than
the old detector. Ironically the new detector was designed to
help especially this case. It was found that the reason for this
behavior is in the assumption of mutual independence of the
measurements. Although the likelihood ratio detector also de-
pends on this assumption it is seemingly more resistant to its
violation than the new detector. On the other hand new detector
is able to outperform the old one when we make measurements
“less dependent”. This can be done by a random draw of the
frames from the whole utterance. We did an experiment using
the new detector, where we draw some random frames from the
whole conversation using them as the input for the detector. We
found out that the performance drop is quite modest compared
to how small portion of the file we actually used. In each ut-
terance evaluation we took randomly 96 frames from the tested
utterance, 48 frames from target training data and 48 frames
from background training data. Totally less than 2 seconds of
non-silence sound scattered (pseudo) randomly over the origi-
nal data:

Table 3: EERs of the new detector; random draw
1 2 4 8 16

39.08% 39.88% 38.36% 39.52% 40.22%

Table 4: EERs of the old detector; random draw
1 2 4 8 16

44.87% 45.55% 45.16% 44.51% 46.82%

That means that the new detector achieved 39.06/27.49 = 1.42
times worse EER, while the old one is 44.87/15.17 = 2.96
times worse. In this particular case the new detector outper-
formed the old one 44.87/39.06 = 1.15 times.

When we took 10 random samples of this size and averaged
the log-scores, the results were even better:

Table 5: EERs of the new detector; 10 random draws
1 2 4 8 16

26.45% 25.56% 24.26% 24.49% 25.04%

Table 6: EERs of the old detector; 10 random draws
1 2 4 8 16

38.31% 37.94% 37.19% 36.78% 37.52%

Here, the new detector outperformed the old one by the factor
of 38.31/26.45 = 1.45.

5. Fighting the statistical dependence
The results of practical tests with small samples indicate that
we could take many small scattered (hence nearly independent)
samples out of the utterance and compute the optimal scores on
all of them. Then we could use the average score value for the
detector’s decision. For example if we knew that the features
80 frames apart are nearly independent we could take random
samples of size L(~x)/160 satisfying the distance constrain. The
drawback is that this is computationally intractable since we
would need dozens of trials. But we could try to solve this an-
alytically. To ease the problem let us sum all of the possible
samples of the given size (this allows us to completely forget
the spatial arrangement of the frames in the utterance and work
with histograms as before). For simplicity of the formulas, we
will further allow the same frame to be selected multiple times
into a given sample. Provided the sample size is reasonably
small in comparison with the utterance length, there will be ma-
jority of the samples satisfying the distance constrain. The rest
of them will not disturb the score value too much then.

We’ll introduce the averaging formula for the new optimal
detector in this section. Let us have histograms of not necessar-

ily independent training data ~̂t and ~̂
b and the histogram of the

tested utterance ~̂x. Let us choose the numbers specifying the

size of the samples by Lx ≤ L(~̂x), Lt ≤ L(~̂t ) and Lb ≤ L(
~̂
b).

Denote yk = x̂k/ L(~̂x), vk = t̂k/ L(~̂t) and wk = b̂k/ L(
~̂
b).

Then the averaged log-score computed over all samples of the
length Lx, Lt and Lb respectively is given by the following for-
mula:

ALscore(Lx, Lt, Lb, ~y, ~v, ~w) :=
∑

~x,~t,~b
Σxk=Lx

Σtk=Lt

Σbk=Lb

[

Lx

x0, . . . , xF

]

·

·

( F∏

k=0

yk
xk

)

·

[

Lt

t0, . . . , tF

]

·

( F∏

k=0

vk
tk

)

·

·

[

Lb

b0, . . . , bF

]

·

( F∏

k=0

wk
bk

)

· (27)

· log

(

[

x0 + t0, . . . , xF + tF

t0, . . . , tF

]

[

x0 + b0, . . . , xF + bF

b0, . . . , bF

] ·

[

Lt + F

Lx + Lt + F

]

[

Lb + F

Lx + Lb + F

]

)



Due to the multinomial expansion we can write

ALscore(Lx, Lt, Lb, ~y, ~v, ~w) = (28)

HalfALscore(Lx, Lt, ~y, ~v) − HalfALscore(Lx, Lb, ~y, ~w)

where

HalfALscore(Lx, Lt, ~y, ~v) :=
∑

~x,~t
Σxk=Lx

Σtk=Lt

[

Lx

x0, . . . , xF

]

· (29)

·

[

Lt

t0, . . . , tF

]

·

( F∏

k=0

yk
xk · vk

tk

)

·

· log

([

x0 + t0, . . . , xF + tF

t0, . . . , tF

]

·

[

Lt + F

Lx + Lt + F

])

After rather technical manipulations (expanding the products,
using the discrete Fourier transform and convolution lemma)
we get the final formula:

HalfALscore(Lx, Lt, ~y, ~v) = (30)

log

[

Lt + F

Lx + Lt + F

]

+

F∑

p=0

D(p)

where

D(p) := −c0 · (1 − vp)Lt
(
(1 − yp)Lx − 1

)
+

N/2−1
∑

f=1

2 Cf Re

(
(
1 − vp + vpe2πif/N)Lt · (31)

·
((

1 − yp + ype2πif/N)Lx − 1
))

and where N is a number divisible by 4, N ≥ 2(Lx + Lt + 1),
Cf is the discrete Fourier transform of ck defined as follows:

ck := cN−k := log(k!) for 0 < k <
N

2

c N

2

:=
1

2

(

log
(N

2
!
)

+ log
(
(
N

2
− 1)!

))

c0 := −

N−1∑

k=1

(−1)kck (32)

Note that Cf can be precomputed during initialization so it is a
matter of table look-up in the runtime. In our implementation
we used several tables, each for a distinct N = 2r (precom-
puted using FFT). This caused that the detector had to add at
most 2 times longer sequence than Lx +Lt was. Since Cf falls
to zero as f goes to N/2, we compute the sum in the backward
direction to reduce roundoff error. Note that D(p) = 0 when-
ever yp = 0; such terms can be omitted altogether. Note that
the corresponding formula for HalfALscore(Lx, Lb, ~y, ~v) can
be obtained from formula 30 by substituting Lb for Lt.

6. Averaging likelihood ratio detector
We will not go into the details here and only remark that this
averaging can be done (more easily) to the old detector too. As
a surprise, the result of it is the old detector itself just with the
score value divided by the length of the tested data (L(~x)). First,
it means that the result of averaging does not depend on the sizes

of random draw (Lx, Lt and Lb). Second, it means that in case
where all the tested data have approximately the same length,
the original likelihood ratio detector exhibits less sensitivity to
statistical dependence (because if the lengths are the same, the
original detector makes the same decisions as the averaged one,
provided that α parameter is scaled properly). This may explain
the old detector’s resistance to the independence assumption vi-
olation as observed in case of speaker detection.

7. Performance of the averaged new
detector

The final score value depends on the sizes of samples we are
drawing from the histograms. Unfortunately we don’t have suf-
ficiently developed theory which could tell us the right values
of sample sizes Lx, Lt and Lb based on the length of currently
tested utterance and the sizes of the training data, or at least
which could give us some constraints on their values. That is
why we did a simple repeated line search on split 3 (the one
being the hardest for this detector) repeatedly evaluating it for
different values of Lx while the other sizes (Lb, Lt) were fixed.
After we found a minimum, we fixed Lx here and let Lt change
instead. Finally a minimum for changing Lb was found. Note
that sample sizes (Lx, Lb, Lt) were fixed here throughout each
evaluation of the split, not depending on the length of the ut-
terance and the size of the training data. We did two rounds
of this procedure and discovered local optimum at Lx = 300,
Lt = 250 and Lb = 145 with the following performance (now
evaluated using all splits):

Table 7: EERs of the new averaged detector
1 2 4 8 16

14.03% 11.05% 9.07% 7.78% 8.27%

While the old detector averaged as described in the previous
section achieved:

Table 8: EERs of the old averaged detector
1 2 4 8 16

15.05% 12.17% 9.88% 9.06% 9.46%

Note that the detector outperformed the old averaged detector
by a factor of 15.05/14.03=1.07 at 1 conversation training and
rather surprisingly by 9.06/7.78=1.16 at 8 conversation training.
However, we found out that the area of the minimum is quite
narrow and, when missed, the performance falls far behind the
old detector. The DET plots of the averaged new detector are in
the figure 1.

8. Discussion
Let us note first, that the averaged detector is no longer opti-
mal. As we saw above it is able to outperform the old detector
when the parameters are properly tuned. The tuning itself re-
quires further research, however. Also other questions arise, for
example what is the proper score-fusion method for this kind of
detectors.

For these reasons the detector was not used as a replace-
ment for the likelihood ratio detector in the real-world detection
problems yet. The intended use for it was in the conditional pro-
nunciation modeling speaker detection method (as introduced in
[1]).
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Figure 1: The DET curves of the averaged optimal detector.

We still have a few pages left, so we will briefly describe
this method here, because its EERs are now almost two times
better than it is described in [1]. The principle of the method re-
mains unchanged, however. Better feature selection is respon-
sible for the improvement.

9. Principle of the pronunciation modeling
Conditional pronunciation modeling (CPM) was developed at
JHU/CLSP Summer Workshop 2002 and it is a method for
open-set speaker detection task that does not rely on acoustic
vectors. Instead it tries to use higher-level information carried
by the speech signal. By a ”pronunciation model” is meant
an ambiguous ”mapping” from phonemes that the speaker in-
tends to pronounce to phones he actually pronounced. Since we
don’t know speaker’s intention we use ASR to decode words
spoken followed by lookup of phonemes in the lexicon (one
word can have multiple lexicon pronunciations). Then these
lexicon pronunciations are force-aligned with audio and the one
with the highest score is selected as the phonetic transcription
of the word. This is how time aligned phoneme stream is com-
puted. Phones actually pronounced are taken from open-loop
phone recognizer. These open-loop phones alone were used in
the previous testing of the averaged new detector. Pronuncia-
tion modeling estimates conditional probabilities of open-loop
phones given the ASR-phonemes (that is ”reality” given the ”in-
tention”) on per frame basis. Then, standard likelihood ratio
detector is applied to these probabilities, as will be described in
the next two sections.

The relation of what has been said (phonemes) versus how
it has been said (phones) is crucial to the pronunciation model-
ing method; see [1] for details.

10. Training
Since we are using likelihood ratio detector we have two mod-
els: the background model (PBG) and the speaker model (PSP).
Both consist of conditional probability estimates of open-loop

phones given the ASR phonemes and are trained in the same
way:

P (e | a) :=
#{(e, a, t) | ∃ t : (e, a, t) ∈ INPUT}

#{(x, a, t) | ∃x, t : (x, a, t) ∈ INPUT}
(33)

Where INPUT is a set of (E, A, F ) triples where the first el-
ement is the open-loop phone recognized in frame F , while
the second is the force aligned phoneme assigned to frame F .
We further assume that INPUT (both in training and testing)
has been filtered by removing frames which ASR marked as a
silence and frames containing crosstalk. No thresholding nor
smoothing of the estimated probabilities is being used in the
current implementation.

11. Testing
Score of the test utterance is computed as follows:

Score =
1

#M

∑

(e,a,t)∈M

(log(PSP(e|a)) − log(PBG(e|a))) (34)

where

M = {(e, a, t) | (e, a, t) ∈ INPUT s.t. both PSP(e|a) (35)

and PBG(e|a) are defined}

This means that only those pairs (e, a) that has been seen during
the training of both speaker and background model are counted.
The slight difference from the original method is in the presence
of factor 1

#M
which lowers the effects of statistical dependence

among frames.

12. Split phones
At WS02 (see [4, 5]) we devised an ad-hoc but working en-
hancement. Instead of using whole phonemes to condition to,
we would like to condition to the HMM states of ASR recog-
nizer. Unfortunately, these were not available to us, so we did
an ad-hoc labeling of the respective frames of the phoneme by
four labels as short/head/body/tail. Thus we obtained 4 times
larger phone alphabet and we could use the same algorithm on
the respective preprocessed data. See [1] for more detailed spec-
ification.

13. Experiments
Experiments were conducted on the Switchboard-I corpus ac-
cording to the NIST Extended Data paradigm. We used phone
sequences from five languages: English (EG), German (GE),
Spanish (SP), Japanese (JA), and Mandarin (MA). The phone
recognizer is from the Lincoln PPRLM LID system and uses
gender-dependent phone models. Its output is a time-aligned
phone stream. For phoneme stream we used time aligned
phoneme output from SRI ASR system (30% WER).

We re-implemented the method in the C language (origi-
nally we used Perl at WS02). We also abandoned the text cod-
ing of the phone files. The new binary coding made the rep-
resentation of the SWB database roughly 50 times smaller al-
lowing it to fit into the OS disk cache. These two factors are
responsible for a significant speed-up. The whole SWB-1 train-
ing and testing (all splits, all training conversation conditions)
took about several hours at WS02 using a cluster of 5 comput-
ers. Now it takes about 20 to 40 seconds on a single 1.5 GHz
machine. This speedup allowed us to use “brute force” to test



Table 9: EERs of best CPM systems, part 1

1 2

9.78%-J-JA.ASR 5.06%-J-GE.ASR.LL
9.78%-J-JA.ASR.ASR 5.25%-J-GE.ASR
9.80%-J-JA.ASR.LL 5.25%-J-GE.ASR.ASR
9.84%-J-SP.ASR.LL 5.38%-J-EG.ASR.LL
10.07%-J-SP.ASR 5.50%-J-JA.sASR.LL
10.07%-J-SP.ASR.ASR 5.55%-J-EG.ASR
10.80%-J-MA.ASR.LL 5.55%-J-EG.ASR.ASR
10.82%-J-MA.ASR 5.59%-J-JA.ASR.LL
10.82%-J-MA.ASR.ASR 5.63%-J-MA.ASR.LL
10.99%-J-GE.ASR.LL 5.65%-J-MA.ASR
11.07%-J-GE.ASR 5.65%-J-MA.ASR.ASR
11.07%-J-GE.ASR.ASR 5.69%-J-SP.ASR.LL
11.09%-J-EG.JA.ASR 5.76%-ASR.MA
11.28%-J-EG.SP.ASR 5.76%-ASR.MA.ASR
11.28%-JA.ASR.LL 5.78%-J-JA.sASR
11.32%-JA.ASR 5.78%-J-JA.sASR.ASR
11.32%-JA.ASR.ASR 5.80%-J-SP.ASR
11.36%-J-JA.GE.ASR 5.80%-J-SP.ASR.ASR

all (approximately 1200) variations of predictor and predicted
streams. This brute force search is responsible for the major
improvement. It allowed us to find much better combinations
of streams.

In the table 9 and 10 we present Equal Error Rates for vari-
ous combinations of predictor and predicted streams. Each col-
umn of the table corresponds to a distinct number of training
conversations as denoted in its headline (16 conversation train-
ing is excluded because of the lack of space). The respective
systems are named as Y.X.TRIGGER where the trigger is op-
tional (and filters out frames for which the TRIGGER stream is
non-silence). Y is the name of the predicted stream, while X
is the predictor stream. Leading ‘s’ in the name of the stream
means that the stream was preprocessed by a split-phone tag-
ger (marking phones according to their length). Leading ‘J-’
in the name of the system means that the joint probabilities of
(Y, X) were used, instead of Y|X conditioning. Names EG, SP,
GE, MA, JA refer to the open-loop phone streams, LL is the
Lincoln-Lab speech activity detector, ASR refers to 30% WER
ASR phoneme stream (SRI system). For example sGE.ASR.LL
denotes a stream of tagged German phones conditioned by ASR
phonemes both of them triggered by the Lincoln-Lab speech ac-
tivity detector.
We have fused the best systems from these tables by simple ad-
dition of score values of the respective systems. We have pro-
duced 5 systems, each optimized for its training condition. For
example the system ws02-n-ASR-8 is a fusion of the leading
systems from the table 10 trained at eight conversations. The
systems were added in the order given by their ERR as long as
the resulting ERR was decreasing. The fusion method is cer-
tainly not the best one, we used it here, just to see what can be
reached. The fusion algorithm used approximately top 5 sys-
tems from the above tables on average to reach the performance
reported in tables 11 and 12. The DET plots for the best of the
fused systems can be found in the figure 2.

14. Discussion
The method is able to reach EER below one percent at 8 con-
versation training. On the other hand one should not be too

Table 10: EERs of best CPM systems, part 2

4 8

2.47%-sASR.JA.LL 1.44%-sASR.MA
2.54%-sASR.JA 1.44%-sASR.MA.ASR
2.54%-sASR.JA.ASR 1.47%-sASR.GE
2.54%-sASR.MA.LL 1.47%-sASR.GE.ASR
2.60%-J-MA.sASR.LL 1.52%-sASR.MA.LL
2.60%-sASR.MA 1.57%-sASR.GE.LL
2.60%-sASR.MA.ASR 1.65%-sASR.JA
2.63%-ASR.MA.LL 1.65%-sASR.JA.ASR
2.67%-sASR.GE.LL 1.74%-sASR.JA.LL
2.69%-ASR.GE 1.79%-sASR.SP.LL
2.69%-ASR.GE.ASR 1.82%-ASR.sGE
2.69%-ASR.MA 1.82%-ASR.sGE.ASR
2.69%-ASR.MA.ASR 1.82%-J-EG.sASR
2.69%-J-SP.sASR.LL 1.82%-J-EG.sASR.ASR
2.72%-J-MA.sASR 1.82%-J-MA.sASR
2.72%-J-MA.sASR.ASR 1.82%-J-MA.sASR.ASR
2.74%-J-EG.ASR.LL 1.82%-J-MA.sASR.LL
2.76%-sASR.GE 1.84%-ASR.sMA

Table 11: EERs of fusion, part 1

1 2

8.37%-ws02-n-ASR-1 3.97%-ws02-n-ASR-2
9.76%-ws02-n-ASR-2 4.95%-ws02-n-ASR-1
17.62%-ws02-n-ASR-4 5.63%-ws02-n-ASR-4
19.43%-ws02-n-ASR-8 6.36%-ws02-n-ASR-8
26.45%-ws02-n-ASR-16 10.58%-ws02-n-ASR-16

Table 12: EERs of fusion, part 2

4 8

1.71%-ws02-n-ASR-8 0.97%-ws02-n-ASR-8
1.89%-ws02-n-ASR-4 1.13%-ws02-n-ASR-16
2.11%-ws02-n-ASR-2 1.24%-ws02-n-ASR-4
2.74%-ws02-n-ASR-1 1.67%-ws02-n-ASR-2
3.01%-ws02-n-ASR-16 2.65%-ws02-n-ASR-1

optimistic, because ASR system we used was trained on SWB-
1 too and PPRLM open-loop recognizers were using external
gender information. So the true performance could be lower.

In comparison, GMM-UBM [6] baseline we were using
at WS02 achieved 0.65% EER using 8 conversation training.
While the GMM-UBM is better and doubtlessly faster (since it
does not require ASR) the method presented here has its advan-
tages. In situations where one performs ASR anyway (and does
not mind to pay an extra cost of running the open-loop recog-
nizers) it turns out to be very cheap. Once we have the models
trained, the score calculation is a matter of inner product of vec-
tors of dimension say 30000 (for 5 fused streams) which is very
fast in comparison with GMM-UBM. So it could be possibly
used as a part of the ASR system to trigger a speaker specific
language model after first three minutes of his speech, for ex-
ample. Another application possible, could be finding the N
best speaker models out of many possible. ASR is expensive
but since the inner product is cheaper than what GMM-UBM
usually does, the resulting system could be faster if searching
thru a large database. It could be used as a “fast match” for
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Figure 2: The DET curves of the fused system ws02-n-ASR-8.

further refinement by other methods such as GMM-UBM. This
“fast match” could even constitute a recursive mean of itself,
since we can for example use non-fused streams with non-split
phones (inner product of size roughly 1500) to find candidates
which could be later pruned by the same method with more
complicated streams.

The future work will be aimed to search for a prediction
streams that does not require ASR, thus will be faster in one-
shot systems. The other direction of research will try to find
a system working with ASR alone, not using the open-loop
phones. These will be intended for cheap integrated usage
within the ASR system since we think that it might be useful
for the work of the ASR itself to know who is talking to it.

15. Conclusions

We have shown the new optimal detector especially designed
for the case with the lack of the training data. It turns out that
this detector is more sensitive to the violation of the assump-
tion of the independence of the features than an ordinary likeli-
hood ratio detector. It can, however, outperform the old detector
when special actions such as averaging are done. Unfortunately,
we still have no good method of the proper setting of the param-
eters arising in the averaging process. This is the main reason
why this detector could not be used in complicated setup of con-
ditional pronunciation modeling. The tests of this detector were
carried out on the ”toy”-detector using only English open loop-
phones as a features, where the speed of processing allowed us
to find the parameters using the brute force.

Further we reported the current status of the conditional
pronunciation modeling method, which is still using the old
likelihood ratio detector. The future research will concentrate
to the possibility of using the new detector in CPM, and to find
better features for CPM alone as stated in the previous section.
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